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Two people dressed as ‘Sesame Street’ character Elmo, along with a man dressed as ‘Batman,’ greet people on 42nd Street in New York. — AFP photos

Manfred Dederl poses at the ‘Supercandy Pop-Up Museum Vol. 2’ in Cologne, west-
ern Germany.

Instagram influencer ‘Anmaykaa’ is being photographed at the ‘Supercandy Pop-Up
Museum Vol. 2’ in Cologne, western Germany. — AFP photos

People pose at the
‘Supercandy Pop-Up
Museum Vol. 2’ in Cologne,
western Germany.

A person dressed as ‘Sesame Street’ character Cookie Monster poses for a photo
with tourists.

Crammed into a supermarket trolley,
Kiki Malliora squealed with laugh-
ter as she rolled past her sister at

Cologne’s pop-up selfie museum, where
visitors said having fun outweighs the
hunt for “likes” in a changing social media
landscape. “Sure, the setting is fake,” said
the 38-year-old office administrator,
dressed in a black crop t-shirt and jeans.
“But what matters to me is that the pic-
ture is real and that people can see I’m
having a good time.”

With its bubblegum-pink balloons,
neon-colored ball pits and retro
American diner as eye-popping, ready-
made photographic backdrops, the
Supercandy Museum is an
Instagrammer’s dream. But the attrac-
tion’s three-month run comes as a new
wave of social media users prize authen-
ticity over staged photos, and celebrity
influencers are increasingly honest about
the effort that goes into keeping up a pic-
ture-perfect feed.

US singer Demi Lovato attracted
almost 10 million Instagram “likes” when
she posted an unedited bikini shot
revealing her cellulite, while Hollywood
actress Drew Barrymore showed herself

crying on a “difficult and not so pretty”
day. Instagram is even experimenting
with making the “like”-button invisible in
response to concerns over its mental
health impact. Critics say younger users
especially report feeling anxious or self-
conscious if their posts don’t perform
well.

A lot of work
“When I see those elaborately

staged pictures, I just think: God, that
must have taken a lot of work,” said
Malliora. Her younger sister Nathalie,
who keeps her Instagram account pri-
vate for pre-approved followers only to
see any uploaded photos and videos she
shares, nodded in agreement. Pop-up
attractions like the one in Cologne have
sprung up across the globe in recent
years, offering anyone armed with a
smartphone a plethora of brashly col-
ored, playful settings to liven up their
social media presence.

The Supercandy Museum returned
to the western German city this month
after a previous six-month stint drew
over 42,000 mainly female visitors,
with full-price tickets costing 29 euros
($32). The man behind Supercandy,
Frank Karch, said ticket sales were
“noticeably up” for the second edition,
this time located in an industrial build-
ing in the city’s hip Ehrenfeld district.
“Eventually this craze too will run its
course,” he told AFP. 

But the emergence of creators cham-
pioning unfiltered, real-life pictures isn’t
a threat to his business model, he said,
arguing that social media was diversify-
ing so much there was a niche for every-
one. “The overarching mega-trend will
stay the same it has been since the
invention of painting: wanting to have a
nice picture of yourself,” he said.

Pink cash 
Social media expert Klemens Skibicki,

a professor at the Cologne Business
School, agreed but said the gulf was
widening between those who see social
media as a hobby, and those who use it as
a tool to promote themselves or a brand-
with some influencers earning enough to
quit their day jobs. Eschewing “selfies”,
which anyone can take, influencers tend
to opt more for “posies” taken by some-
one else, often a professional photogra-
pher, he said, to keep their posts looking
polished and aspirational.

At Supercandy, German reality TV
couple Ginger Costello Wollersheim and
Bert Wollersheim-who have 85,000 fol-
lowers between them-played with piles of
pink $100 bills as their photographer
snapped away. “If you don’t post good
pictures for a while, you get fewer likes
and people unfollow. So we’re here to
make beautiful, creative photos,” said
Ginger, 33, smiling broadly. Her long-
haired husband Bert, a regular feature in
Germany’s tabloid press, said they
weren’t “fanatical” about chasing “likes”.

“Coming here is fun, it changes our
story up a bit and that’s good for us pro-
fessionally,” added the 68-year-old, clad
in shades and sparkly trainers. But not
everyone could see the appeal of what is
essentially a giant photo studio. Chatting
with her friends in a busy Cologne shop-
ping street, high school student Anna-
Maria cringed at the thought of forking
out money to pose against an artificial
backdrop. “That’s way too fake. I prefer
spontaneous snapshots, where someone
is laughing or in the middle of doing
something,” the 17-year-old said. “And
I’d only post a selfie if my friends were in
it too.” — AFP

Beneath flashing billboards and
sparkling skyscrapers, Maria Bega
moves through Times Square’s pulsat-

ing crowds, dressed as Princess Anna from
animated Disney movie “Frozen.” The 32-
year-old Peruvian is one of dozens of men
and women, mostly from Latin America, try-
ing to eke out a living as costumed charac-
ters inside New York’s beating heart.
Dressed as Sesame Street fuzzballs Elmo and
Cookie Monster and superheroes like
Batman and Hulk, they pose for photos with
tourists in exchange for tips, vying with top-
less women in body paint and a semi-naked
guitar-playing cowboy.

For many visitors, the mascots are part of
the frenetic entertainment district’s charm
but to some New Yorkers they symbolize a
crowded neon nightmare that is best avoid-
ed. The characters are currently the subject
of many complaints, proof of how much the
area once known for peep shows, pornos and
crack cocaine has been cleaned up in recent
decades. With its bright lights and giant
branded stores, the famous intersection is a
symbol of the city that never sleeps and its

untold opportunities. Where dreams are
made of, as the Alicia Keys and Jay-Z song
goes.

But for Bega the reality is more of a night-
mare. She says she sometimes makes just
$20 a day. “You come here to waste your
time, to freeze to death, and sometimes you
don’t even earn enough to eat,” Bega tells
AFP in Spanish, her blue costume complete
with ginger pigtails. Bega got into the work
through a friend and has colleagues from
Mexico, Colombia, the Dominican Republic,
Guatemala and Ecuador. Many bring their
costumes from their home countries, where
they can be purchased fairly cheaply, or buy
them online in the United States where they
commonly cost upwards of $200. They
require no permit to operate.

Naked 
“Some are a little pushy but most of them

are nice. They’re out here making a living like
everybody else,” says 62-year-old Kentucky
resident Dave Duke, who took a photo of his
wife with a costumed Statue of Liberty. The
entertainers say making money has become

more difficult following several harassment
and groping allegations that sparked articles
in local tabloids about “costumed creeps.”

In September, a man in an Elmo costume
was arrested after being accused of groping
the buttocks of a 14-year-old girl. “Because
of this the police came to bother us. They’re
hardly letting us work,” says Bega, who does
a second job in the evenings in order to care
for her kids aged two and ten. Jose from
Mexico, a different “Elmo” to the one arrest-
ed, says one or two of the hucksters are
spoiling it for everyone else.

“Children used to run to me but now they
see headlines about Elmo being a child
molester and they don’t,” he explains, declin-
ing to give his surname. Nearby, Robert
Burck is having a better time of it, belting out
tunes on his guitar while wearing only under-
pants, a cowboy hat and cowboy boots. The
48-year-old known as the “Naked Cowboy”
has been a regular fixture in Times Square
for 20 years and says he makes around
$150,000 a year in tips.

“I absolutely love the fact that I’m work-
ing in a den of thieves,” he jokes to AFP, as

CD sellers and ticket touts hustle with
tourists. Renamed Times Square from
Longacre Square in 1904 after The New
York Times newspaper moved its headquar-
ters there, the area has had its problems over
the years. For chunks of the 20th century it
was a hotbed of vice where illegal drugs and
prostitution flourished and entertainment
centered on pornographic theatres and sex
shows. The area, heavily policed like much of
New York due to fears it could be a target of
terror attacks, is much less seedy today.

Crazy
Up to 450,000 people are estimated to

cross Times Square every day but some New
Yorkers try to find a way around it if they
can. Under discussions such as “Why do
New Yorkers dislike Times Square?” on
Quora, locals cite crowds, overpriced restau-
rants, stores selling tourist tat, and the cos-
tumed characters. The Times Square Alliance,
a non-profit that supports local businesses,
wants to improve the famous intersection
further by reining in the mascots. It dislikes
their pack-like modus operandi where one

puts an arm around an unwitting tourist
before others rush over to be in the photo
and demand money.

“Times Square is always a little bit crazy.
It’s all about capitalism,” Alliance president
Tim Tompkins tells AFP at the Square’s
northern tip between Broadway and Seventh
Avenue.  “But what we’re objecting to here is
that sometimes it’s not voluntary,” he adds.
Since 2016 the characters’ commercial activ-
ities have been restricted to specific zones
but some roam outside the marked areas.

The Alliance believes better regulation of
the costumed characters by city authorities
would make Times Square even more family
friendly. “We’re trying to make the experi-
ence the best for people who have the oppor-
tunity to visit here,” says Tompkins. Times
Square is nicknamed “The Crossroads of the
World.” There, Bega finds that she is at a
crossroads of her own. “The work is not sus-
tainable. I don’t know if I can continue like
this,” she says, before running off to join her
friend dressed as Winnie the Pooh. — AFP 


